



RULES AND REGULATIONS SPECIFICATIONS - TITLE IV

NEW CO&1UNITIES PROGRAM






A. There should be prepared for publication in the Federal Register (and CFR
formal regulations as follow:	 - - -

	

-

1. A statement of basic procedural teps or processing.	 -

	

-

a. Steps would include, as the first formal action, the present narrative
proposal, leading to the so-called "conditional allocation". The proposal should,
however, be generally described in terms of purpose: - determining whether a
detailed review is justified. Most material now in the "Policies and Procedures"
bearing specifically on how a proposal should be written should be left out of
the regulations, modified and clarified, and put into the form of "instructions"
that can be passed out on request.

	

-




	b. If the present conditional allocation or something like it is retained,
it should be referred to in the regulations and a brief mention made of its
purpose	 and (in view of possible confusion or reliance by third parties) of its
non-binding character.

	

-

c. It is probably desirable that provision be made for something before
commitment that would be in the nature of an agreed upon preliinystateent
of the contemplated basic features of a commitment This would be the sponsor's
normal instrument for negotiating for financing and also, if necessary, for
working out other related governmental and private approvals or commitments. It
would also mark the point at which BUD should probably be prepared to begin
giving the developer support and assistance in outside dealings. Because such
an agreement would be used- irfdealintiulththfrCj5äiiies, it-should be covered

-

In the formal regulations.

d. The commitment should be covered in the regulations. This would
have to be handled with some care. Sponsors may want commitments that cover
the total project requirements -generous-ly--s-tatedj-- subject to such deterrence
as may be provided by the amount-of-the --fee;--the-Governmnt, on the other hand,

"	 both to minimize potential "obligations" against its statutory ceiling, and as a
mechanism for control, will probably find it in its interest to be more cautious.
The approach suggested in the so-called "commitment agreement" of last year

-.	 perhaps still has went: a "commitment"-.for a total amount but on terms that
make it clear that the Government has an-option to reduce or curtail when things
are not going as well as expected (without, of course, affecting outstanding
"guarantees"). If such an approach is adopted, it should be described, at least
in general terms, in the regulations.
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e. Assuming the guarantee will be effected by some kind of formal
statement appearing on the obligations, this should be so specified in the
regulations, which should also restate the statutory full faith and credit
provisions.

f. If, as seems desirable, guarantees on large projects are to be
staged, some reference should probably be made in the regulations to a procedure
for "picking up" each stage. It is particularly important that this be specifi-
cally covered in the regulations if the issuance on guarantees on successive
stages is not going to be essentially "automatic".

2.	 overall agreement with the sponsors (and developer and other
"regulation devices. The agreement should be specifically covered in the

"	 regaiati&iiTJitis probably not necessary to state just when such an agree-
ment must be concluded, although it would probably be desirable that it either

-	 precede or accompany the commitment.) These regulations should make it clear
that the agreement is not limited to economic or "security" interests but extends
to purpose and policy requirements as well, that the agreement will extend so
far as feasible to all community elements whether or not financed with assistance"	
of the title IV law, and that it is to be directly enforceable, as such, whether
or not there is a default in payments, an impairment in the land security, etc.
Also, the regulations should probably at least "hold open" the possibility of
other regulatory devices; the agreement should be stated as the minimum.


	

3. Fees and charges	 These should be included in the formal regulations,
including such things as charges for re-openings, or amendments, and refunds.
If "inspection" fees are to be charged, they should be stated (a matter of no
small significance if the Government assumes a relatively large part of the
-burden of supervision). - The guarantee fee or premium should also be stated,
with an indication of when it will be collected.

h. Obligations to be guaranteed	 The "Policies and Procedures" now say
that "Any type of instrument used in borrowing for business purposes may be
acceptable for guarantee as a new community obligation." The regulations, by
now, should be somewhat more explicit. If there are to be any restrictions on
interest rates, or maturities, this should be stated, as should redemption or
prepayment requirements. Also, this would be the proper place for treating at
least generally of indenture requirements.

5. Guarantee "payment or rights of holders The rights of holders of
"	

guarantees--when and to whom they may make demands for payment--and how payment
- is to be made are matters that should be covered in regulations before guarantees

re issued. There are a number of technical questions in this respect that could -
be covered but that probably, as of now, have no answers--such as whether, and

" to what extent, in a trust indenture, the trustee will be treated as an agent- "	 of the bondholders for payment and "settlement" purposes. There is also at least
one major policy issue: whether all payments will be in cash or whether the
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Government can also discharge its guarantee obligations by debentures.	 If
debentures are to be used, they should be provided for in the formal regulations.
And the fact that the fund may well not have cash on hand for meeting obligations
makes this question a real one. It should be noted particularly in this connec-
tion that, in the case of a major default, for the Government to be	 the process
of realizing in any effective way on its "land" security or its subrogation
rights, it is likely to have to "accelerate" the whole of the new community
Indebtedness, and be able to pay off the whole either in cash or debenture:
the fund, with no advance appropriation and no backing of Treasury borrowing

powers, is not likely to be able to handle a cash payment.


	

6. New Community characteristics. The provisions of pars. 3, 5 (other than

Cc), 6, 1[i)7'8(a) and (b,		 J-&)7 and 10(a) and (b) of Circular 6270.1 can
be carried over into formal regulations with relative ease. -Some modifications

probably are in order.

7. Labor Standards	 Formal regulations are needed, and MD has no existing
regulations that seem otherwise adequate on this point to which reference night
be made. The FHA provisions, e.g., 2 CFR	 1000.95-102, seem to provide a

satisfactory model.

		

-

8. Nondiscrimination, emuloymeflt and housing	 Formal regulations are needed,

Including the handling of violations and application of sanctions. The parallel
TIM provisions may not beentir-e1y--adequate-.---GonsideratiOn night be given, for

example, to some provisions specifically covering the planning stage, which

would largely precede commitment. If "affirmative action" plans of some kind

are contemplated, this should be indicated, if possible with some indication of

what such plans might cover.

	

-

9. Approval of holders and trustees Under the statute, holders, of new

community obligations must be "approved" by the Secretary; of if a public issue

Is involved, it must be underwritten oñapproved terms and hdItI6ns. We would
-

want to "approve" trustees. Some regulation coverage is in order.

10. Particiriation recuirements Presumably, persons and firms barred from

participation in FHA programs would be barred from participation in title IV.

This is not automatic, howeverjand-thcPiMregulations would not themselves

apply. If we are serious about the-matter--and-want- to at least suggest concern

with due process considerations--the subject should be treated in the formal

regulations.

fl. Security rights If security in the form of rights against the land is

to be required, this should be so stated;- Title requirements, the permissibility
of subordinate liens, any offsit& and assurances of completion requirements
should also be covered.	 -	

-	 -
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12. So-called "equity	 ormoney ihand requirements.Requirements that
there be money 'in'hand	 or assured for costs not covered by the proceeds of
the guaranteed transaction should be covered; also, working capital requirements
way be covered in some manner.

	

-
-	

13; Community facilities and services	 Provisions relating to the assured
maintenance and provision of community facilities and services not handled by
some public body are probably of sufficient importance to warrant identification
and treatment in regulations. To the extent that the arrangements such as
those required by FHA in planned unit developments are adequate and acceptable,
this should be so indicated.

14. Cost certification Some detail here is needed, including specification
on allowable items. There are advantages in trying to follow the FHA provisions
as closely as possible.

15. Guarantee limits. Provisions in 18(a) and (b) of Circular 6270.1 seem
generally adequate, although the discussion of valuation probably should be
broken out and reference made to the comparable price method.

16. Small builders Something on this should e eiLrd (noLe lU/S

to have omitted it from the published regulations).

17. Refinancing Paragraph 18(f) of Circular 62fO.1 up,, :arG rsiieolnte.

18. Delegations. There are as yet no formal published delegations for this
program. If there are to be delegations, theˆr should be included in the rjolrns





B. The following material would not be included in formal regulations:

1. Instructions to sponsors on how to prepare a "proposal". Some of -t
is now in the Policies and Procedures may be usable, but substantial changes
are in order. Emphasis should be placed on identification of the major elementsera ccakriic3ited with the community, whether or not these are things to
be done with the developer and whether or not they are cost items. In addition,
there is a need for a check list covering such other things as: identification
of sponsors and consultants;--inclusiDn--cf-larld-priee-or assessed value (and
assessment ratio); statement-as tohosrfarlEthitfg-and packaging of project
has come and availability of funds for completion; statement as to when acquisi-
tion and development work is to start. A "check list" approach could be adopted.

2. Instructiors on cost estimation.-; Something should be provided that can
either be furnished to sponsors or used in briefing then on what will be required.
Presumably, the fl-IA materials used for-title X are generally adequate. In any
case, we should be prepared to provide this advice relatively early.
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3.; Instructions as to various "programs	 or "plans". The statute itself
refers to several kinds of plans--financial and marketing and internal develop-
ment. We may well want to require others--as		in the case of low and moderate	

-
income housing, fair housing, small builders,		community services. There is
much utility in the plan or "program" concept		and it can prove critically- important for control purposes, but it is absolutely useless unless we know
what a plan or program should contain and can tell sponsors how they should
set out preparing them, in terms of content end format. Normally, the submission
of these would follow the point now called "conditional allocation". (Note,
in this respect, that this is one of the areas where the FHA title X format
strikes me as particularly weak.) .

4.	 Valuation instructions	 Something will have to be prepared on this for
outside use if we are not to have the work done in-house.	 Also, while sponsors
probably should not be required to get assessments, some may want to secure
them and would need some statement as to the special rules	 to be applied.

5.	 Survey instructions. Normally, this will not be needed until relatively
late. Fli57or something along the same line. .


	

6.	 Instructions for cash flows	 If we are going to use cash flow charts,
some instructions as to how we would like to see them set up are in order.

				

-
7.	 Internal procedures and instructions of various kinds.
-	 a. Coordination Thr6bdüfs, with--	

- - -

(1)	 PHA. Both use of FHA services and coordination with Fl-IA on
pprograms are involved. _H~z much FHA may be used and how much coordination may
be required could be debatable. But there should be some specific, mutual
understandings to avoid foul-up's on projects, even if duplicating capacity is
allowed. This could start with the question of criteria, if any, for assigning
projects between title X-and-title-IV,--and-extend-tlro,16~h-SLeh-things as using
FHA local offices in connection with valuation and cost estimation, coordination	
n-land-plannin.--and.-PUP requirements, market analysis services, and timing of

ta
ctivities looking to FHA unit allocations.

(2)	 Other Federal agencies	 Eyen_in_adyance of funds for supplemental
rants, it may be desirable at_.1eas.t..±o_explora..an arrangement with TdPCA on
grants for treatment facilities. .

	

-

(3)	 Other units of MD and Hun As needed in connection with water
and sewer and open space grants and civil rights.

b.	 Timing and staging oftechnical reviews	 if any	 If there are goingto be such things as engineering, financing, planning and legal reviews, there
should be a written understanding as to sequence, timing, coordination, and end-
product, if any (a filled out form, a narrative report, a meeting resulting in a
consensus or master report, etc.). . .


























- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -






C. With b., there should be some kind of sequential statement of
Internal work items, or tasks, leading logically to the determinations and
documents known to be required. For example

	

,.

office check of site;
check of any available land value data;
check (Wash. data) on housing market to be drawn on;
check of sponsor-developer (blacklisted general reputation,

etc., not detailed analysis of finances);
check of what is known regarding public bodies that may be

involved (planning agency reputable? any known title VI
problems? etc.)

detailing of community elements or work tasks, such as--
additional schools required, when and by whom provided?
additional other facilities required, by whom?
associated industrial or commercial development relied

" upon for market or tax base, and when?
"municipal" services to be provided, and by whom (public

or private)?
provision of lower cost housing, when, how low, and by
what program?

securing particular planning or zoning approvals;
acquisition of land not yet under control.

Concurrent
or

Parallel

Leading to

consolidated "problem" review.

Concurrent
or

Parallel

-	
Leading to

rejection of proposals clearly insufficient (e.g., no market
in area, and proposal provides no reasonable assurance of

anything new);
conference with sponsors of others, with additional data

being provided orally or in writing;

Concurrent
-.	 or

Parallel

-	 Leading_

	

- -
rejection of additional proposals;					 -
agreement with sponsor on--community elements					 and priority

problems.	 -	 -	 - - -






Leadin

Conditional Allocation

Concurrent
or

Parallel

appraisal and beginning of cost estimation (for overall
commitment amount);

staging or phasing analysis;
detailed market analysis;
continued review of problem statement, and consideration
of sponsor solutions;

planning review.

nto

preliminary determination of economic prospects (and amount
of room for social and policy elements).

Concurrent
or

Parallel

Leading t9"

conference with sponsors on projects considered marginal,
with rejection or modification as needed;

initiation of negotiations on major "policy" elements
with other developers;

preliminary analysis of financing arrangements and
alternatives.

ncto

-
agreement with sponsor on Statement of Preliminary Terms

and Conditions (amount; staging and draws against
"	 commitment; major conditions likely to be in commitment;

General elements, and alternatives, relating to financing).

Etc.



	

-. 8. Forms and worksheets	 Generally, we can start with a cover frzi rjr

sheet for the proposal, with included or related civil rights assuramc:.

Internal work sheets to assure consistov in calculation of 1uraot	
- - --

-
(common development cost categories,


